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Thank you for your business!

We don’t provide a training program for dispatchers, we are 
only hiring experienced professionals. 

Terms & Confidience

Being in business for over 6 years, we have built strong 
relationships with brokers & shippers.
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trucking42

Dispatch Service
Per gross

5%

5+ Years super dispatch
We are not training dispatchers, we are only hiring experienced dispatchers, who 
are completing our company targets and complying with our policies. 

Included

24/7 Booking loads, negotiating
Our 24h team is in charge of assisting your drivers, as well as booking loads during 
the night time. 

Included

Acheiving targets
It does not matter what is the average market rate, your trucks will always get 
results that are going to be over the market. 

Included

Combining boards
From the moment you start working with us, we will create access for you on the 
most valuable loads boards available for semi-trucks.

Included

Broker accounts and contacts
Being in business for more than 6 years, we have built strong relationships with 
brokers who know the quality of our service, providing the best offers for our 
carriers. 

Included

Proficient load-compensation assistance
Each claim, detention, layover and compensation is investigated by our expert 
team in the Claims Department.

Included

Full money transparency
You’ll have FULL access to all the documentation, RateCons, emails, and setup 
packets. We work for YOU, so the brokers are paying you directly; we're here to 
ensure that you get top-dollar for all your hard work and dedication

Included

Account Manager
Weekly / truck

$119

Claims and Issues
For any issue that arises, there is always a solution and our Account Managers 
have more than 5 years of expertise on helping you out when your company or 
driver gets into an unexpected and really bad situation.

Included

Building a growth plan for your company 
On your way to success you might ask yourself questions like: "What would be the 
next step?", or " What path would give me the best outcome and less resistance 
and money loss?" The D42 account manager, is talking with more than 100 owners 
every month and finding solutions together for their needs.

Included

Taking care of your Reputation 
With the Account Manager, you don't have to worry anymore that the dispatcher is 
going to have a high cancelation rate on the booked loads, or a broker writing a 
report on your company that might damage your company reputation.

Included

Building operation individually for the Carrier/Owner
Personal approach to every Company and flexibility on your Company needs, 
gives us the opportunity to build an operation only and just for you. Either that a 
personal report on your Company net profit and income or that's just giving you 
an advice on how to build a contract for your driver before taking him "on-board".

Included

Helping with Broker accounts
a. Amazon, contracts and requirements.

b. Other brokers.

c. Recovering your reputation in case the other dispatcher, driver did harm it or 
Freight Guard issue occurred.

Included

Dispatcher Replacement 
a. If the dispatcher goes in vacation or gets sick, you'll never have to worry, we'll 
cover  your back. 

b. Due to a well set up system, the replacement takes up to 2 minutes per driver.

Included

After Hours
Weekly / truck

$109

Broker Updates
Dispatch_42 Afterhours Team will always inform the brokers via phone and email 
about the driver's location, any occurred delays, truck break down.

Included

GPS Monitoring and control
We keep the hand on pulse all the way even during the night time, the afterhours 
team is checking if the driver is not being late for his appointments and taking 
care of waking them up.

Included

Receiving Afterhours phone calls
You will never get in the situation when a broker's or driver's call was missed for 
whatever reason.

Included

Email Monitoring
Most of the time, the brokers are asking for the updates via emails, our team is 
never missing them and answering every email that pops up in the Inbox.

Included

Driver Assist and Care
Our Afterhours Team is well trained to help the drivers in all possible cases and 
circumstances. It can be a simple case as the PO# number provided from the 
broker or a broke down truck and we should search for a shop to get it repaired.

Included

Dispatcher Replacement
a. If the dispatcher goes in vacation or gets sick, you'll never have to worry, we'll 
cover  your back. 

b. Due to a well set up system, the replacement takes up to 2 minutes per driver.

Included
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